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Edge computing refers to an open platform that integrates network, computing, storage, and application core capabilities on the side close to the source of things or data and provides nearest-end services nearby. “Digital Community” refers to the use of various information technologies and methods to integrate community resources and build a network platform for interactive exchanges and services between the government, property service agencies, residents, and various intermediary organizations within the community. In order to reduce the management tasks of community managers, reduce their community management burden, and improve the management efficiency of community managers, this article is based on the description of several keywords such as distributed edge computing, edge computing business usage scenarios, and digital community management. Edge computing technologies such as centralized traffic model and attribute-based trust evaluation avoid waste of network resources, reduce time delay and system energy consumption, and improve system operation efficiency. A digital community management mobile information management system is designed and developed. 102 owners of the community conducted visits and questionnaire surveys. After investigation and research, it was found that this system has good performance, meets the management needs of most communities, and can improve the management efficiency of community managers by 4%–6%; it has also improved community residents’ satisfaction with digital community management by 2-3%.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background. Mobile information system refers to the comprehensive communication platform based on modern mobile communication technology and mobile Internet technology, through the use of handheld terminals, servers, personal computers, and other equipment to communicate and interact to provide a full range of management and services to the society. With the development of the global information economy, the digital construction of urban communities in many countries and regions has been explored in theory and practice for many years. In order to serve the country and improve international competitiveness, these cities are racing to introduce digital, networked, and information foundations. Facility construction policies and measures have gradually expanded from the initial e-government to the digital management of urban communities. It has been developed for a long time and has relatively rich experience. The digital management of communities has become an extremely important part of national governance and social development.

1.2. Significance. Mobile edge computing provides content providers and application developers with real-time radio access network (RAN) information, such as network load and user location information. This real-time network information can provide mobile users with context-aware services, thereby improving user experience and user service quality. Mobile edge computing adds corresponding responsibilities to the edge network, allows the edge network to perform tasks such as computing and services, and increases the management authority of the edge network to
reduce the network delay and energy consumption of mobile users. Network operators allow third-party partners to process the edge of the wireless communication network. Therefore, for mobile users and enterprises, new applications and edge services will be deployed more quickly.

1.3. Related Work. Blockchain, as the backbone technology of the currently popular Bitcoin digital currency, has become a promising decentralized data management framework. Although blockchain has been widely adopted in many applications such as finance, healthcare, and logistics, its application in mobile services is still limited. This is due to the fact that blockchain users need to solve a preset proof-of-work problem in order to add new data (i.e., blocks) to the blockchain. However, solving the workload proof consumes a lot of CPU time and energy resources and is not suitable for resource-constrained mobile devices. In order to promote blockchain applications in future mobile IoT systems, multiaccess mobile edge computing seems to be an auspicious solution to the proof-of-work problem of mobile users. Xiong et al. first introduced the new concept of edge computing for mobile blockchain. Then, they introduced an economic method for edge computing resource management. In addition, a prototype of a blockchain system with mobile edge computing functions is provided, and experimental results are provided to prove [1]. But they only made great contributions to medical research and did not conduct too much research on community management. Multiaccess edge computing (MEC) is an emerging ecosystem that aims to converge telecommunication and IT services, providing a cloud computing platform at the edge of the radio access network (RAN). MEC provides storage and computing resources at the edge, thereby reducing the waiting time of mobile end users and making more effective use of mobile backhaul and core networks. Taleb et al. introduced the MEC survey and focused on basic key supporting technologies. It has meticulously designed the MEC orchestration on the basis of considering a single service and the MEC platform network that supports mobility, which brings light to different orchestration deployment options. In addition, Taleb et al. analyzed the MEC reference architecture and main deployment scenarios, which provide multitenant support for application developers, content providers, and third parties. Finally, Taleb et al. outlined current standardization activities and further elaborated on the challenges of open research [2]. But they did not apply MEC technology to community services. The Multivillage Plan (MVS), which connects hundreds of villages and small towns to a large water distribution network, represents an emerging area of rural water supply in low-and-middle-income countries. In this case, traditional rural water supply methods usually advocate community management, but the scale and complexity of MVS require alternative methods. Hutchings introduced three case studies of MVS from India, which focused on the role of the community in overall management. These illustrate the different mechanisms by which community management can or cannot be nested in the entire management system, as well as the different ways to promote community participation. The discussion provided an explanation for the differences between these case studies from the perspective of political economy, and from the perspective of public policy, Hutchings discussed how and why MVS can lead to the decline of community management in some cases [3]. But they only discussed why MVS would cause the decline of community management under certain circumstances and did not use the latest MEC technology to improve digital community management.

1.4. Innovation. Using edge computing to design a digital community management system can reduce system running time and response time and reduce server bandwidth and lower energy consumption. The responsible subject of the community management system uses various information platforms and uses big data technology to explore and analyze the frequency of “sensitive words” and “repetitive words” and actively understand the public sentiment of the community. Prevention of emergencies can guide community residents to actively participate in the evaluation of community services and management and fully express their individualized requirements for public products and public services. It is possible for public services and needs within a fixed period of time. We propose suggestions for improvement if there is a mismatch and then form a good multiparty interaction, information feedback, and measure correction mechanism. On the basis of solving information asymmetry, we realize the overall coordination of community service and management and system services, reduce community services, provide and use the intermediate cost, integrate service resources, improve use efficiency, accurately meet the all-round, personalized, and diversified needs of residents, and accurately, timely, and effectively monitor the type, scale, and quality of community service provision.

2. Methods and Related Concepts

2.1. Edge Computing. Cloud computing is a type of distributed computing, which refers to the process of decomposing huge data computing processing programs into countless small programs through the network “cloud” and then processing and analyzing these small programs through a system composed of multiple servers to obtain results and return to the user. Compared with edge computing, the huge computing power provided by cloud computing makes it meaningful to perform heavy work on huge and heavy data sets. Most of the time, the concentration of cloud computing is better than the decentralized nature of edge computing in terms of speed, cost, and scalability, but cloud computing also has many shortcomings. In order to solve the deficiencies of cloud computing, edge computing has begun to arouse widespread attention in academia and industry. There has not been a unified definition of edge computing since it was put forward. It is widely understood that edge computing is a kind of building edge cloud by integrating edge computing and storage facilities at the edge of the network to provide cloud services and an IT operating environment for edge applications.
Mobile edge computing is one of the important components of 5G communication technology. From the installation location, MEC is generally at the edge of the mobile network and in the wireless access network.

Deployed in a location close to mobile users, MEC’s main task is to reduce time delay, ensure efficient network operation and service delivery capabilities, and also achieve a better user experience. More software-defined networks are introduced in 5G communications, and IT virtualization technology is widely used in hardware infrastructure. MEC is a key technology and architecture for the evolution of 5G communications. It represents the transition from mobile broadband networks to software-defined networks. Latency, scalability, and throughput meet the demanding requirements of 5G networks. Figure 1 shows a simplified version of the MEC architecture. The MEC server is deployed next to the mobile base station to provide edge computing capabilities for terminal devices.

2.2. Edge Computing Business Scenarios. The main business scenarios of edge computing include but are not limited to the following three:

(1) Decentralized traffic model: a large number of sensors are connected to the edge of the network to generate huge uplink data and computing requests. The network traffic is developing from vertical to flat. The edge cloud makes local decisions at the source of the traffic and forwards it from east to west through clustering, reducing network bandwidth and central cloud pressure [4]

(2) Services that require stringent delay: in the fields of intelligent vehicle networking, unmanned driving, and intelligent manufacturing, most businesses require a delay of up to 10 ms, which is an absolute delay-sensitive business. Through the nearby processing of the edge cloud, the network transmission delay can be greatly reduced to meet the needs of such applications [5]

(3) Data preprocessing business [6]: smart IoT devices continuously generate massive amounts of streaming data, which can perform preprocessing such as data filtering and desensitization when the data flows through the edge cloud, which can not only avoid the waste of network bandwidth resources but also meet the requirements of privacy and security. [7]

2.3. Comparison of Edge Computing and Cloud Computing. Edge computing is not to replace cloud computing but to complement and expand cloud computing. Through edge computing, it can make up for the shortcomings of cloud computing, such as location awareness and mobile support [8]. From the perspective of bionics, edge computing and cloud computing are similar to the relationship between nerve endings and the brain. The preprocessing of data by edge computing is equivalent to the unconditioned reflex of nerve endings to external stimuli, and the historical analysis and mining of data by cloud computing are equivalent to the memory and logic processing functions of the brain. Table 1 illustrates the differences between cloud computing and edge computing in terms of computing mode and distribution characteristics [9].

2.4. Digital Community Management. Digital information has the advantages of no distortion, anti-interference, encryption, and easy storage. Digital management of urban communities is the introduction of information technology, especially digital technology, into community management. On the basis of the digital community system and digital management technology that has been formed, the wishes of various departments, units, and residents participating in community management are carried out. Their actions and interactions are unified and coordinated, the enthusiasm and creativity of various subjects participating in community governance are maximized and work together to do a good job in community services, the quality of community management is improved, good community governance and social order are achieved, and the needs of residents for a better life and enhance happiness are further met [10].

From the content point of view, the digital management of urban communities covers the use of digital technology in the political, economic, and cultural management of urban communities, including the establishment of community organizations, population management, education services, ecological environment governance, scientific and technological cultural services, ideological and moral construction, implementation of digital management in labor and social security, public security management, and convenience services. The foundation of digital management is to establish a digital management system, and the key to digital management is to improve various management systems and mechanisms [11, 12]. At present, the basic digital management technology system and database that need to be established for the digital management of urban communities in my country mainly include the following four aspects:

(1) Community basic data statistics system: this system should include community area, infrastructure (amount of facilities, grade, distribution, development level, etc.), location, economic status, and population (occupation structure, age structure, gender structure, knowledge structure, etc.)

(2) Community information inquiry and help system: this system responds to various policies, regulations, and rules related to open government affairs, such as social security, military support, medical, health, and old-age care, tourism, meteorology, shopping, food and entertainment, and housekeeping, family education services, home appliance repair, job introduction, and life service information, as well as emergency services such as fire alarm, public security, ambulance, and house emergency repairs, providing inquiries and online processing services [13]

(3) Social public facilities operation system: this system is a comprehensive digital management system including road traffic, water supply, gas supply, power
supply, communication, and other public facilities in the community to provide the community public with payment, inquiries, and inquiries that are not restricted by time and space [14].

(4) Management decision analysis system: this system is oriented to community management departments, including the analysis and prediction of community operation status, needs, problems, and benefits. It provides a decision-making basis and plans for community management departments to facilitate their timely understanding of community information, grasp the situation, and efficiently make decisions and management related to the community [15].

2.5. Trust Evaluation. The edge computing environment is essentially an open system. The trust relationship in it involves interaction, expectations, and environment. It is difficult to carry out systematic and accurate trust management. In addition to the distributed characteristics, the integration and integration of trust management are difficult. Timely feedback cannot guarantee the timeliness, and the result will lose value. In recent years, research on trust prediction models for open environments has focused on reflecting the complexity and time-varying nature of dynamic predictions, such as point-to-point computing and wireless ad hoc networks. These studies can be used as a reference for establishing a trust model for edge computing, but some issues still need to be further considered in the process of conclusion migration:

(1) The goal of trust prediction in most open environments is the overall credibility, while the existing prediction models have a large subjective component, which affects the reference value of the results, and the parameter weights of each part of the model are relatively fixed. In practical applications, the model lacks flexibility and adaptability.

(2) On the basis of openness, edge computing also has the characteristics of the distribution. Some environments have requirements for individual terminal devices and overall trust value. In the process of trust feedback, the range and number of model prediction objects will directly affect the operating speed of the system and the cost of the network; that is, the size of the model processing problem is directly related to the scalability of the system.

(3) The most important problem of the trust prediction model is how to ensure the timeliness of prediction results. Due to the dynamic changes of the environment, the predicted results at the current stage will gradually lose their utility over time; that is, the length of the interval directly affects the contribution of the predicted results. At present, most studies have insufficiently considered the relationship between the dynamic changes of the environment and the timeliness of the prediction results, which in turn affects the practical application value of the model [16].

In the process of performing specific computing tasks, resource constraints usually lead to huge differences in the number of AEU service requests and responses. Some AEUs...
refuse to disclose identity information due to privacy considerations but still seek interaction. Some AEsUs require high-level services due to real-time services. As a security mechanism, some AEsUs only hope to obtain positive benefits from resource interaction without contributing any resources they hold. The above-mentioned AEsUs all have nontrust characteristics, which makes it difficult to establish a targeted trust evaluation method. In addition, it is unreliable to use a single factor to evaluate trust. For example, the authentication mechanism usually only has two results: pass or fail [17]. Considering the complexity of AEU when performing resource interaction or application services, trust values with multiple key attributes need to be considered [18].

2.5.1. Attribute-Based Trust Evaluation. There are a variety of attributes that can be used to describe terminal equipment and basic characteristics such as identity, function, data type, and area attribution, in addition to computing resources, storage size, and occupied bandwidth. First, we define the trust property of ECU as follows:

\[ V_t = < V_I, V_B, V_C >. \] (1)

(1) Identity Trust. Identity data is the most basic data of a terminal device, so we first consider the influence of the device’s identity on trust evaluation. Existing identity security management mostly relies on real-name authorization and only provides services for authorized devices. On the other hand, terminal devices have a great demand for anonymous access services. Public key infrastructure (PKI) can realize anonymous P2P trusted communication in distributed networks and has been extensively studied in the identity information management of edge computing. Considering the fact that identity trust is a part of the entire trust evaluation, and some of the contents are simplified, a lightweight key generation method is proposed [19, 20]. In the process of the resource request, the identity trust of ECU is defined as \( \text{Vi} \). The calculation method of \( \text{Vi} \) is realized by the elliptic curve encryption algorithm ECC. First, a discrete elliptic curve \( E \) is given by the ECC algorithm as shown in

\[ E: y^2 = x^3 + ax + b \pmod{p}. \] (2)

First, we randomly select a point \( O(x, y) \) on the curve and then generate the public key and private key through the following two steps:

Step 1: server key generation edge server generates a key pair \((K_p, K_s)\) according to the following formulae:

\[ K_p = H(I_t, I_r), \] (3)

\[ K_s = M(K_p). \] (4)

The formula \( K_p \) is obtained by the hash function \( H \) about the ECU identity information \( I_t \) and the edge service information \( I_r \). After obtaining the public key \( K_p \), the private key is obtained through the encoding function \( M \) on \( K_p \). After calculating the key, the edge server sends the identity information to the ECU, and the identity information is shown in

\[ D = \{K_p, E, O\}. \] (5)

Step 2 (ECU key generation): after the ECU receives the identity information \( D \), it can generate three key formulae:

\[ K_{vi} = R_1(O(x, y)), \] (6)

\[ K_{ep} = R_2(O(x, y)), \] (7)

\[ K_{es} = R_1(M(K_{ep})). \] (8)

The virtual key \( K_{vi} \) is used to protect the real identity information of the ECU, \( K_{ep} \) and \( K_{es} \), respectively, represent the public key and private key generated by the ECU, and \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) are pseudorandom number generation functions.

Then, the ECU will send the information \( F \) to the edge server for key matching, and \( \alpha \) represents the temporary parameter. The expression of information \( F \) is shown in

\[ F = \{k_{vi}, k_{ep}, \alpha\}. \] (9)

(2) Behavioral Trust. The terminal equipment sending out service requests or responses is an important basis for trust evaluation. Behavior involves many factors. Because the edge computing environment requires real time and effectiveness, and terminal equipment usually has limited resources, trust evaluation is being carried out. At this time, it is necessary to focus on factors directly related to trust evaluation. The behavioral credibility shown in the service request or response process is defined as behavioral trust \( V_b \), which is mainly composed of three parts in

\[ V_b = w_{v_b} V_{bc} + w_{v_c} V_{vc} + w_{v_r} V_{vr}. \] (10)

(3) Behavior Constraints. Behavioral constraints \( V_{bc} \) represent the specifications that the terminal must comply with when running in the current environment, including interaction constraints or interaction specifications for specific behaviors, such as minimum duration and moving range. Generally, the terminal is subject to several constraints [21]. When the specific calculation tasks of the ECU change, the corresponding specifications usually change. \( V_{bc} \) can be expressed by

\[ V_{bc} = w_{v_1} \xi_1 + w_{v_2} \xi_2 + \cdots + w_{v_c} \xi_c. \] (11)

(4) Behavioral Interaction. As the edge computing environment continues to change, it is necessary to consider the impact of changes in terminal behavior on trust evaluation. This paper adopts the method of time series analysis to avoid the limitation of terminal type for trust evaluation, analyze the behavior changes of other terminal devices and the device during the interaction, and reduce the computational burden caused by trust analysis. First of all, the behavioral interaction of the target ECU is defined as \( V_{be} \). \( V_{be} \) reflects the credibility of the interaction in the past
period of time. The most basic interaction can also get an effective trust evaluation. If the ECU has not interacted before, the default \( V_{be} \) is 0.5; the time series can be defined as follows:

\[
S_j(\Delta t) = \{ t_1^j, t_2^j, \ldots, t_s^j \}.
\]  

(12)

For ECU, a temporary threshold \( \alpha_j \in (0, 1) \) is allocated to it according to the total amount of interactive resources, which is defined as follows:

\[
H_j^s(\Delta t) = \sum_{t=1}^{s} 1(t_j^s \geq \alpha_j).
\]  

(13)

\( V_{be} \) can be derived from

\[
V_{br} = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{j=1}^{k} \frac{1 - \lambda V_{beh}(t-1) + \lambda V_{beh}(t)}{1 + \sqrt{t - H_j^s(\Delta (t-1))}}.
\]  

(15)

3. Digital Community Management Mobile Information System Based on Edge Computing

3.1. Overall Architecture of the Community Management Mobile Information System. In the current system development stage, some large-scale software systems are programmed to develop using object-oriented development methods. The object-oriented method is mainly derived from specific software-oriented programming, and its fundamental meaning is to target specific software. We purposely develop some software systems in the things around us and express our human thoughts and thinking as much as possible in this system software. The development of application software is mainly aimed at people’s living habits and characteristics. A large part of subjectively developed programs that conform to people’s lifestyles is aimed at some special masses. For the community users themselves, targeted development programs are for more systematic use of the management operating system, making both users and managers have a certain degree of practicality and convenience [22]. Figure 2 is the overall architecture of the development system.

Community managers can log in to this system to manage the information of the residents of the community and update the information of house rental and sale in real time and can also add, delete, modify, and check the local database.

3.2. System Design Principles. The design of a digital community management mobile information system based on edge computing is a very complex project. In the design, the following five aspects are mainly considered:

(1) The practicality of the system: to be simple, practical, and humanized, to achieve a unified application interface, unified user management, and unified identity authentication, and to meet the needs of personalized information services [23]

(2) Advancement: it should be advanced and forward-looking in design ideas, system structure, and platform selection; it adopts advanced and mature technologies to meet the current needs of community management, take into account other related management needs, and maintain technological advancement for a period of time [24]

(3) Openness: the system structure, technology adopted, and platform selection should all be standard and open. It can exist independently and coexist with other systems, and it can also support subsequent development and research

(4) Reliability: the system design must meet the design requirements of performance indicators. The network structure, network equipment, server equipment, etc. must be designed and constructed with high reliability to improve the safety and reliability of the entire digital community computer network and application system

(5) Scalability: the construction of the digital community needs to be gradually and continuously expanded. For this reason, the system needs to adopt component technology to support the combination, inheritance, and online definition of applications [25]

3.3. Module Function Design of the System. After analyzing the needs of the platform, the platform is finally designed into 3 functional modules, including the community information query module, community service module, and fee payment module. The detailed module framework of the system is shown in Figure 3.

The community information query module can help community residents keep abreast of real-time news reports and community announcements. The community service module can help residents understand the latest employment trends and information about housing rentals and sales. The fee payment module can make it more convenient and fast for owners to pay for utilities and other living expenses.

3.4. Main Database Design. The functions of the community digital management mobile information network system are very comprehensive, so there are many tables involved in the system, and it is not possible to list them all. Here, only the structure of the tables involved in the implementation of the system is listed as follows. The user information table is
mainly used to store the basic information of the unit or user, the unit user can register its legal person information, and the household can register the head of the household information. As the basis for information release, the registration information must be true and reliable. Among them, ID is the user number, which is an automatically increasing field and does not need to be filled in during registration. The user name is the nickname registered by the
user, which can use any characters, the password is at least six characters, and the rest of the personal information is filled in according to actual conditions. Its structure is shown in Table 2.

The community information query table is mainly used to store various dynamic information in the information query module. The ID field is an autogrowth field, and it is not necessary to fill in when adding records to the table. The information type field can be government affairs information, community announcements, system specifications, community news, life information, etc., with information numbers 1–12 assigned. The title of the information is in characters and its length does not exceed 50. When the information exceeds 50, the overlength part will be ignored. The publishing department field is used to record the publishing unit or individual of information, and the content is text type. You can use copy and paste operations to fill in. The management of the content in the News table is done by the system administrator, and various information can be added, modified, and deleted in the community information management submodule of the system management module. Its structure is shown in Table 3.

The real estate information table is used to save real estate information released by users and also as a data source for querying real estate information. The ID field is an automatic growth field, which is filled in by the system. The information category is rent or sale, represented by 0 or 1. Other real estate-related pieces of information are filled according to the actual situation. The release date is automatically filled in by the system. The validity period is the default time limit of the system. If it needs to be changed, the system administrator can modify it in the housing intermediary information management submodule of the department management module. The user name field registered by the publisher for the user who logs in to the system to publish information is a nickname. The management of the information in the real estate information table, such as modification and deletion of expired information, is performed by the system administrator in the housing intermediary information management submodule of the department management module. Its structure is shown in Table 4.

The expense payment table is used to save the owner’s various living expenses information. As long as the user has registered in the community, a record will be generated in the fee payment table, and the user can apply for a service agency to pay certain fees. Among them, ID is the unique number assigned by the system when the user is registered. By associating with the User table, the user’s nickname, real name, community account, and account balance can be obtained. The name of the fee can be property fees, management fees, parking fees, orders, water, electricity and gas bills, telephone fees, mobile phone fees, Internet fees, and other fees incurred by transactions in the flea market. Its structure is shown in Table 5.

The user message table is mainly used in the community message module in other business modules to save the user’s message information. The ID field is an autogrowth field filled in by the system, the message user ID is the ID number when the user registered, the message user name is the user nickname, the message title and message content are filled in by the user, and the message time is automatically filled in by the system according to the current date and time. The maintenance of the table is performed by the system administrator in the community message management submodule of the system management module and can mark user messages or delete expired messages. Its structure is shown in Table 6.

4. System Performance Analysis

4.1. System Simulation Experiment Analysis. After completing the overall design of the experiment and the analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field name</th>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Id</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UserName</td>
<td>Vchar</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Password</td>
<td>Vchar</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RealName</td>
<td>Vchar</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tel</td>
<td>Vchar</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID card</td>
<td>Vchar</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>Vchar</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field name</th>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NewsType</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NewsTitle</td>
<td>Vchar</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PublishDep</td>
<td>Vchar</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PublishDate</td>
<td>Vchar</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NewsContent</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field name</th>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infype</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BedRoom</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WashRoom</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acreage</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Vchar</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field name</th>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExpenseName</td>
<td>VChar</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>VChar</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EndDate</td>
<td>Datatime</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CommissionCharge</td>
<td>Datatime</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of functional module requirements, we conducted simulation experiments on the digital community management mobile information system based on edge computing in the next few months. We invited 102 community owners from a certain community to adopt. The community management system based on edge computing designed in this paper was tested. The development environment and development tools are shown in Table 7.

We conducted a multifaceted questionnaire survey on these 102 community owners. A total of 102 questionnaires were issued, 101 questionnaires were returned, and 1 invalid questionnaire was eliminated. The remaining 100 valid questionnaires were statistically explained. The result is shown in Figure 4, A represents that residents are more satisfied with the payment method, B represents more standardized community management, and C represents more timely news.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that most of the owners believe that the system design has made community management more standardized, and more than 40% of the owners believe that the system design has made it easier and faster for them to pay for utility bills, especially when they are older. Small owners agree more with this system design.

4.2. Satisfaction Survey of the Mobile Information System. In addition, we also conducted a satisfaction survey on the mobile information system designed this time; the 100 community owners who participated in the satisfaction survey have the same comprehensive situation in terms of moral quality and physical and mental health, etc. And the survey results are shown in Figure 5:

It can be seen from Figure 5 that most of the young owners are satisfied with the system design. They are more familiar with the operation of the community management system. There is a large majority of the elderly who are not satisfied with the management system designed this time. It is not humane enough, and there are no operating prompts for the elderly. It is easy to misunderstand the elderly. I hope that the management system designed this time needs to be improved and perfected.

5. Conclusions
The digital community management mobile information system designed and developed in this paper based on edge computing has brought convenience to our lives. However, due to the tight development time, this system still has many shortcomings that need to be improved and there are many module functions that have not been implemented. The construction of a digital community management mobile information system based on edge computing in my country is still in its infancy. The wishes of various departments, units, and residents are scattered and cannot be effectively unified. It is necessary to achieve a ladder from the initial stage, the intermediate stage to the advanced stage. For development, there are still a lot of problems and difficulties that need to be solved. On the one hand, we must break down the barriers between departments, effectively coordinate the actions and interactions of various units and
departments in the jurisdiction, mobilize the enthusiasm of all entities involved in community management to the greatest extent, give play to their respective creativity, and work together to do a good job in the community. We provide services to improve the quality of community management and achieve a good new order of community governance. On the other hand, it is necessary to standardize various technical standards, provide digital languages that can be shared, establish a perfect exchange platform, continuously repair and complete various management systems and mechanisms, and do a good job in the construction of the basic database framework of urban communities, which is a basic database statistics system for communities. Information inquiry help system, social public facilities operation system, and management decision analysis system provide operation platform and technical support.
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